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Classification

Missing mechanism: Mechanism leading to missing data pattern.

Unobserved data are missing completely at random (MCAR):

Probability of the observed pattern of observed and unobserved
data does not depend on other variables.

Unobserved data are missing at random (MAR):

Probability of the observed pattern of observed and unobserved
data does not depend on unobserved variables conditional on
observed values.

Unobserved data are not missing at random (NMAR):

Probability of the observed pattern of observed and unobserved
data does depend on unobserved variables (even after conditioning
on observed values).
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Ignorability
Maximum-Likelihood (ML) inference:
If the missing data are MAR (with respect to the variables not
conditioned upon) and the parameter of the missing mechanism,
�, and the parameter of interest, ✓, are distinct, then the missing
mechanism is generally ignorable.

In large samples:
I Frequentist ML-based inferences are usually valid if missing

data are MCAR. Estimators are e�cient if � and ✓ are
distinct.

I Frequentist ML-based inferences are usually valid if missing
data are MAR and � and ✓ are distinct. However: Variance
estimation should be based on observed, not on expected
Fisher information. Note: Robustness properties of
ML-estimators are often lost!

I Frequentist non-ML-based inferences usually require missing
data to be MCAR for ignorability of the missing mechanism.
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Multiple Imputation to Compensate for Nonresponse

If MI-method is proper in the sense of Rubin (1987), then
design-based frequentist inferences tend to be valid (similar for
model-based frequentist inference, e.g., Meng, 1994).

Thus, imputations should, under the assumed missing mechanism
and an appropriate model for the data, approximate draws from a
(Bayesian) posterior distribution of the variables with missing
values.

Usually, imputations are generated under the ignorability
assumption.

Important: For ignorability assumption to become likely, use as
much information as possible to generate MIs (e.g., Rubin, 1996).

This implies that as many variables, interaction terms etc. as
possible, in a minimal restrictive way should be included in the
imputation models.
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Multiple Imputation to Compensate for Nonresponse

But:

I Problem of multicollinearity if standard models are adopted.
Solution: Variable selection (e.g. IVEware).

I Imputation may be slow, algorithms may become unstable.
Solution: Variable selection(?).

I How to impute missing (items of) units within clusters with
varying units, possibly under sum restrictions?
Solution: ?

I Consequences of misspecified imputation models (the
systematic and/or the stochastic part may be misspecified)?
Solution: ‘Self correcting’ property, conservative inferences(?)

I MIs can be generated somehow: Evaluation of MIs?
Solution: Only by ‘process quality’. Criteria like plausibility or
the hit-rate are misleading.
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Multiple Imputation

Simulation study to illustrate the last aspect:

I Imputing values that satisfy a hit-rate criterion (distance
between ‘true’ values and imputed values).

I Rounding after multiple imputation to get ‘plausible’ values.
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Simulation Study

I Units: Binary, continuous and count variable; correlated.

I Three population strata (N1 = 2000, N2 = 1200, N3 = 400).
Mean of binary variable in strata: .059, .116, .188.

I Selection of units without replacement separately from each
stratum (n1 = 320, n2 = 240 and n3 = 160).

I Approx. 30% of the units were deleted; missings are MCAR or
MAR.

I Estimand: Population mean binary variable.
Estimator: Weighted sample mean, known weights.

I Imputation: 0-Imp (impute zeros), MIR10 (round to 1 or 0),
MI10 (imputation based on logit model). Imputation models
covariates: continuous variable, count variable, strata
dummies and interactions.

I Analysis based on 1000 bootstrap replications each.

I No. of simulation cycles: 500.
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Simulation Study: Results

Missing data are MCAR. True value M = 0.0922. Portion of

rounded values 0.105737 under strategy MIR10.

COM OBS 0-Imp MIR10 MI10

mean 0.0925 0.0925 0.065 0.0937 0.0925
sdE 0.0106 0.0127 0.009 0.011 0.0113
sd 0.0097 0.0118 0.0084 0.0135 0.0119
rej 0.032 0.046 0.852 0.102 0.056

mrmse 0.1743 0.2288 0.2273

mean: mean of estimates over simulations

sdE : estimated standard deviation

sd : standard deviation

rej: actual rejection rate (↵ = 0.05)

mrmse: variance of the di↵erences of deleted true and imputed
values.
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Simulation Study: Results

Missing data are MAR. True value M = 0.0922. Portion of

rounded values 0.097383 under strategy MIR10.

COM OBS 0-Imp MIR10 MI10

mean 0.0925 0.1118 0.0788 0.1108 0.0994
sdE 0.0106 0.0143 0.0098 0.0122 0.0133
sd 0.0097 0.0137 0.0092 0.0144 0.0152
rej 0.032 0.302 0.304 0.276 0.048

mrmse 0.1133 0.1953 0.2115

mean: mean of estimates over simulations

sdE : estimated standard deviation

sd : standard deviation

rej: actual rejection rate (↵ = 0.05)

mrmse: variance of the di↵erences of deleted true and imputed
values.
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Multiple Imputation to Compensate for Nonresponse

Possible solutions to problems

I Imputation may be slow, program may even terminate.

I How to impute missing (items of) units within clusters with
varying units, possibly under sum restrictions?

I Consequences of misspecified imputation models (the
systematic and/or the stochastic part may be misspecified)?

require the implementation of fast and stable procedures to

I estimate large flexible models,

I simplify models, by modern dimension reducing techniques,
and

I run simulations.

will be discussed in more detail at the workshop.
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Conclusions

I Evaluation of MI method must be based on statistical criteria.

I Imputation of complex surveys requires software that is not
available at the moment.

I Since a solution is of general interest, data base producers,
like SOEP, BHPS, HILDA etc, could combine resources and
create and test such a MI-software.
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